[Developmental regulation of long term potentiation at layer II/III to II/III synapses of rat visual cortex].
In the present research, patch-clamp whole-cell recording was used to study the developmental changes of the internal horizontal synaptic plasticity in layer II/III of rats' primary visual cortices. Pairing stimulation was used to induce long term potentiation (LTP) of neurons in layer II/III from layer II/III and layer IV. The data indicate that: (1) Responses of layer II/III neurons can be evoked independently at II/III-II/III and IV-II/III synapses by horizontal and vertical stimulations; (2) LTP can be induced from neurons in the layer II/III by horizontal tetanic stimulation at II/III-II/III synapses till postnatal day12 (P12, before eyes open); (3) Meanwhile, only short term potentiation (STP) at IV-II/III synapses can be induced by horizontal tetanic stimulation before eyes open; (4) After P12, a robust LTP at IV-II/III synapses can be induced by horizontal tetanic stimulation; (5) At P14, when vertical and horizontal tetanic stimulations were given to the same neuron, the LTP at IV-II/III synapses was weaker than that induced by vertical stimulation alone, suggesting that vertical synaptic modification was negatively regulated by horizontal inputs when two-direction synaptic inputs were presented at the same time; (6) Spontaneous responses of AMPA receptors (AMPARs) in the layer II/III neuron of rats' primary visual cortices are regulated by the development. The frequency of AMPARs-mediated postsynaptic currents was at a low level before eyes open, increased sharply at P12-P14, and slightly decreased after P18. And the amplitude of spontaneous AMPARs currents slowly decreased after P12. The results demonstrated that both the strength of horizontal synaptic modification and the effects of horizontal inputs on the vertical synaptic connection are regulated by the development. II/III-II/III synaptic communication has dual effects on the IV-II/III synapses, which may be involved in a competitive machinery of neural circuitry maturation and the formation of visual function columns.